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Abstract. We present an a posteriori error estimate of hierarchical type for the mimetic dis-
cretization of elliptic problems. Under a saturation assumption, the global reliability and efficiency
of the proposed a posteriori estimator are proved. Several numerical experiments assess the actual
performance of the local error indicators in driving adaptive mesh refinement algorithms based on
different marking strategies. Finally, we analyze and test an inexpensive variant of the proposed
error estimator which drastically reduces the overall computational cost of the adaptive procedures.
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1. Introduction. A posteriori error indicators are key ingredients to design ef-
ficient adaptive algorithms for the numerical solution of partial differential equations.
In recent years, the a posteriori error analysis of finite element and finite volume
methods has been the object of an intensive research activity (see e.g. [36, 1, 4]
and the references therein), while recently, the convergence and optimality properties
of adaptive finite element (AFEM) methods have been addressed in several works
(see e.g. [32] and references therein). Among the others, the hierarchical approach
represents, for its intriguing simplicity, an important and effective a posteriori error
estimate technique for PDEs. The basic idea of hierarchical analysis hinges upon the
extension of the given (coarse) approximation space V ch by a suitable incremental (or
fluctuation) space V fh . With this extension, being u the exact solution of the given
problem and uh the corresponding discrete approximation, the projection of the er-
ror eh = u − uh on the extended space Vh = V ch ⊕ V fh is often computable and can
be used to derive error estimators. Moreover, since the hierarchichal estimator ap-
proximates directly the (energy) error of the discrete solution and does not resort to
any (scaled) residuals or reconstructed post processed functions, it typically exhibits
very satisfactory effectivity indexes. Starting from the pioneering works by [38, 21],
the hierarchical method has been intensively investigated; see e.g. the monographs
[5, 36, 1] mostly dealing with linear problems and the recent works [27, 39] for the
analysis of the obstacle problem.

More recently, thanks to the flexibility of the mesh and the possibility to mimic
the intrinsic properties of the differential problem under study, the mimetic finite
difference (MFD) method has been successfully applied to a large class of differential
problems, a very partial list including [16, 17, 9, 8, 2, 3, 19, 20, 12, 25, 28, 29] and
[26, 30, 34, 37, 31] for some example of other non-standard related methods. The flex-
ibility of MFD methods makes them very well suited for the application of adaptive
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strategies for error control. Although the a priori analysis of this family of methods
has been intensively addressed for second order elliptic problems [16, 15, 10], never-
theless the corresponding a posteriori analysis has not reached a comparable level of
maturity (see e.g. [7, 11] for MFD method in its mixed formulation). In this paper, we
develop and analyze new a posteriori error estimators (of hierachical type) for MFD
methods in primal formulation applied to linear elliptic problems. To our knowledge
this represents the first result along this direction.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the problem, while in
Section 3 we address its mimetic discretization. In Section 4 we present our a poste-
riori error estimator and we prove global reliability and efficiency, under a saturation
assumption. We also propose and analyze an alternative inexpensive error estimator,
which drastically reduces the overall computational cost of the adaptive algorithm.
Finally, in Section 5 several numerical results assess the effectiveness of our a posteri-
ori error estimator and of its inexpensive variant when employed in driving adaptive
algorithms.

2. The continuous problem. Throughout the paper we will use standard no-
tations for Sobolev spaces, norms and seminorms. Let Ω be an open, bounded do-
main of R2, with a polygonal boundary. Let us introduce the bilinear form a(·, ·) :
H1(Ω)×H1(Ω) −→ R and the the linear functional f(·) : L2(Ω) −→ R defined by

a(u, v) :=

∫

Ω

∇u · ∇v dx, f(v) :=

∫

Ω

f v dx,

respectively, where we assume f ∈ L2(Ω). Assuming homogeneous Dirichlet boundary
conditions, the diffusion problem in variational form reads:

Find u ∈ H1
0 (Ω) such that a(u, v) = f(v) ∀v ∈ H1

0 (Ω). (2.1)

It is well known [14] that the above problem admits a unique solution.

3. A mimetic discretization. We now briefly review the mimetic discretization
method for problem (2.1) presented in [15] and extended to arbitrary polynomial order
in [10].

3.1. Mesh notation and assumptions. Let Ωh be a partition of Ω into (pos-
sibly non convex) polygons E. We assume that this partition is conformal, i.e.,
intersection of two different elements E1 and E2 is either a few mesh points, or a few
mesh edges (two adjacent elements may share more than one edge) or empty. Note
that, differently from conforming finite elements meshes, T-junctions are now allowed
in the mesh; indeed, these are included in the above conditions simply by splitting
single edges into two new (aligned) edges. For each polygon E, |E| denotes its area,
hE denotes its diameter and h := maxE∈Ωh

hE .
We denote the set of mesh vertexes and edges by Nh and Eh, the set of internal

vertexes and edges by N i
h and E ih, and the set of boundary vertexes and edges by N ∂

h

and E∂h . We denote a generic mesh vertex by v, a generic edge by e and its length
both by he and |e|. The vertexes and edges of a particular element E are always
considered as elements of ∂E, the notation made clear by the adopted symbol; for
instance, {v}v∈∂E indicates the set of vertexes of E, while {e}e∈∂E indicates the set
of edges of E. A fixed orientation is also set for the mesh Ωh, which is reflected by
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a unit normal vector ne, e ∈ Eh, fixed once for all. For every polygon E and edge
e ∈ EEh , we define a unit normal vector neE that points outside of E.

The mesh is assumed to satisfy the following shape regularity properties, which
have already been used in [15]. There exist

− an integer number Ns independent of h;
− a real positive number ρ independent of h;
− a compatible sub-decomposition Th of every Ωh into shape-regular triangles,

such that
(H1) any polygon E ∈ Ωh admits a decomposition Th|E formed by less than Ns

triangles;
(H2) any triangle T ∈ Th is shape-regular in the sense that the ratio between the

radius r of the inscribed ball and the diameter hT of T is bounded from below
by ρ: 0 < ρ ≤ r/hT .

From (H1), (H2) there can be easily derived the following useful properties we list
below.
(M1) The number of vertexes and edges of every polygon E of Ωh are uniformly

bounded from above by two integer numbers Nv and Ne, which only depend
on Ns.

(M2) There exists a real positive number σs, which only depends on Ns and ρ, such
that he ≥ σshE and |E| ≥ σsh2

E for every polygon E of every decomposition
Ωh, for every edge e of E.

(M3) There exists a constant Ca, only dependent on ρ and Ns, such that for every
polygon E, for every edge e of E and for every function ψ ∈ H1(E), the
following trace inequality holds:

‖ψ‖2L2(e) ≤ Ca
(
h−1
E ‖ψ‖2L2(E) + hE |ψ|2H1(E)

)
. (3.1)

(M4) There exists a constant Capp, which is independent of h, such that the following
holds. For every E and for every function ψ ∈ Hm(E), m ∈ N, there exists a
polynomial ψk of degree k living on E such that

|ψ − ψk|Hl(E) ≤ Capphm−lE |ψ|Hm(E)

for all integers 0 ≤ l ≤ m ≤ k + 1.
Note that (M4) follows, for instance, from the extended Bramble-Hilbert lemma on
non star-shaped domains of [24, 14]; an explicit proof can be found in [2].

3.2. Degrees of freedom and interpolation operators. To describe the
discretization of problem (2.1), we start introducing the discrete approximation space
Vh which is defined as follows: a vector vh ∈ Vh consists of a collection of degrees
of freedom vh := {vh(v)}v∈Nh

, one per mesh vertex, e.g., to every vertex v ∈ Nh,
we associate a real number vh(v). The scalar vh(v) represents the nodal value of the
underlying discrete scalar field of displacement. Moreover, for all nodes of the mesh
which lay on the boundary we will assume vh(v) = 0 ∀vh ∈ Vh,∀v ∈ N ∂

h . Therefore,
the number of unknowns of Vh is equal to the number of internal vertexes of the mesh.

We now introduce an interpolation operator I into the discrete space Vh: for every
function v ∈ C0(Ω̄) ∩H1(Ω), we define vI ∈ Vh by

vI(v) := v(v) ∀v ∈ Nh.
We analogously define the local interpolation operator from C0(Ē)∩H1(E) into Vh|E
given by

vI(v) := v(v) ∀v ∈ ∂E. (3.2)
3



3.3. Discrete norms and bilinear forms. For each polygon E ∈ Ωh we in-
troduce the seminorm:

‖vh‖21,h,E :=

(
|E|

∑

e∈∂E

[
1

|e| (vh(v2)− vh(v1))

]2
)
'
∑

e∈∂E

(
vh(v2)− vh(v1)

)2
, (3.3)

where v1 and v2 denote the two vertexes of e, and the symbol ' indicates equivalence
up to a uniform constant (c.f. assumption (M2)). We endow the space Vh with the
following discrete norm

‖vh‖21,h :=
∑

E∈Ωh

‖vh‖21,h,E '
∑

E∈Ωh

∑

e∈∂E

(
vh(v2)− vh(v1)

)2 ∀vh ∈ Vh. (3.4)

Thanks to the homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions, the quantity ‖ · ‖1,h is a
norm on Vh. We remark that ‖ · ‖1,h is a sort of discrete H1(Ω) norm. Indeed, the
differences 1

|e| (vh(v2)− vh(v1)) represent (tangential) gradients on edges and the scal-
ings with respect to hE and he are the correct ones to mimic anH1(E) local seminorm.

We denote by ah(·, ·) : Vh × Vh → R the discretization of the bilinear form a(·, ·),
defined as follows:

ah(vh, wh) :=
∑

E∈Ωh

aEh (vh, wh) ∀vh, wh ∈ Vh, (3.5)

where aEh (·, ·) is a symmetric bilinear form on each element E. The local forms mimic

aEh (vh, wh) ∼
∫

E

∇ṽh · ∇w̃h dx,

where, roughly speaking, ṽh, w̃h denote regular functions living on E which “extend
the data” vh, wh inside the element. We introduce two fundamental assumptions on
the local bilinear form aEh (·, ·). The first one represents the coercivity with respect to
the local seminorm as well as and the correct scaling with respect to the element size.
(S1) there exist two positive constants c1 and c2 independent of h such that, for

every uh, vh ∈ Vh and each E ∈ Ωh, we have

c1‖vh‖21,h,E ≤ aEh (vh, vh) ≤ c2‖vh‖21,h,E . (3.6)

In order to introduce the second assumption, we observe beforehand that, using inte-
gration by parts,
∫

E

∇v · ∇q dx = −
∫

E

(∆q)v dx+
∑

e∈∂E

∫

e

(∇q · neE)v ds =
∑

e∈∂E
∇q · neE

∫

e

v ds (3.7)

for all E ∈ Ωh, for all v ∈ H1(E) and for all linear functions q. By substituting the
integral in the last term of (3.7) with a trapezium integration rule gives our second
condition
(S2) For every element E, every linear function q on E, and every vh ∈ Vh, it holds

aEh (vh, qI) =
∑

e∈∂E
(∇q · neE)

|e|
2

(
vh(v1) + vh(v2)

)
, (3.8)

where v1 and v2 are the two vertexes of e ∈ ∂Ee.
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The meaning of the above consistency condition (S2) is therefore that the discrete
bilinear form satisfies integration by parts when tested with linear functions.

Remark 3.1. The bilinear form shown in this section can be easily built element
by element in a simple algebraic way. The local terms aEh (·, ·) are associated to local
stiffness matrixes that are then assembled in the standard finite element fashion. Note
that, in general, one may find a full family of local matrixes that satisfy (S2) and,
within those, a sub-family that satisfies also the stability condition (S1). See for
instance [18, 15, 2].

3.4. The discrete method. Finally, we are able to define the proposed mimetic
discrete method for the diffusion problem (2.1). Let the loading term

(f, vh)h :=
∑

E∈Ωh

f̄ |E
kE∑

i=1

vh(vi) ω
i
E , (3.9)

where v1, . . . , vkE are the vertexes of E, f̄ |E := 1
|E|
∫
E
f dx, and ω1

E , . . . , ω
kE
E are

positive weights such that
∑kE
i=1 ω

i
E = |E|. The loading term (3.9) is clearly an

integral approximation

(f, vh)h ∼
∫

Ω

fṽh dx,

which is exact for constant functions.

Then, the mimetic discretization of problem (2.1) reads:

Find uh ∈ Vh such that ah(uh, vh) = (f, vh)h ∀vh ∈ Vh. (3.10)

Thanks to property (S1) it is straightforward to check that the bilinear form ah(·, ·)
is coercive on Vh. As a consequence, existence and uniqueness of the solution to the
discrete problem (3.10) trivially follows.

4. A posteriori error estimate. In this section we perform a posteriori error
analysis of the mimetic finite difference method described in Section 3. The a poste-
riori error indicators that we propose and analyze belong to the class of non-residual
type, in particular of hierarchical type (see e.g. [5, 1] and the references therein for
the finite element framework). In the following, we state some preliminary key results
concerning mesh refinement.

4.1. Mesh refinement and related results. Given a mesh Ωh we can build
a uniformly refined mesh Ω̂h as follows. We start assuming that
(H3) all polygons E ∈ Ωh are convex.

Then, we introduce the point xE ∈ E

xE :=
1

kE

∑

v∈∂E
x(v) , (4.1)

where kE is the number of vertexes in ∂E and x(v) is the position vector of node
v ∈ Nh.

Remark 4.1. We remark that assumption (H3) is made essentially for the sake
of exposition simplicity. What follows can be adapted to cover more general cases such
as, for instance, elements which are star shaped with respect to a ball. In particular,
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(4.1) has to be modified to define an interior point, and (4.4) below has to be changed,
for v = xE, in such a way that the operator preserves the linear functions.

The uniformly refined mesh Ω̂h is built by subdividing each element E of Ωh in
the following way: each midpoint m = m(e) of each edge e ∈ ∂E is connected with the
point xE . This determines a subdivision of E into sub-elements which are collected
for all E ∈ Ωh to form the new mesh Ω̂h (see Figure 4.1). In the following, we will
indicate all geometrical objects of the finer grid Ω̂h with a hat symbol, the meaning
being the same as in the original mesh. For instance, we will indicate with Ê a generic
element of Ω̂h, and with N̂h the set of all its vertexes. Note that

N̂h = Nh ∪ {m(e)}e∈Eh ∪ {xE}E∈Ωh
,

i.e., the edge midpoints m(e) and the points xE become additional vertexes in the new
mesh Ω̂h. In addition, ĥ will denote the mesh-size of the finer mesh Ω̂h. Following the

Fig. 4.1. Refinement strategy: coarse element E and sub-elements Ê. Circles denote the coarse
vertexes, while diamonds refer to additional vertexes in the finer mesh.

construction given in Section 3, we can introduce a finer discrete space V̂h associated
to the mesh Ω̂h, a bilinear form âh(·, ·) : V̂h× V̂h → R and a suitable loading term, so
that the finer version of the coarse discrete problem (3.10) reads as follows

Find ûh ∈ V̂h such that âh(ûh, vh) = (f, vh)ĥ ∀vh ∈ V̂h. (4.2)

We now introduce two operators that maps the finer space into the coarser one and
viceversa. Let Π : V̂h → Vh be defined by

(
Π(vh)

)
(v) := vh(v) ∀v ∈ Nh, ∀vh ∈ V̂h. (4.3)

Given any midpoint m = m(e), e ∈ Eh, we indicate with vm and with v′m the two
vertexes which are endpoints to the edge e (cf. Figure 4.1). We then define Π† : Vh →
V̂h by

(
Π†(vh)

)
(v) :=





vh(v) ∀v ∈ Nh
1

2

(
vh(vm) + vh(v′m)

)
if v = m(e), e ∈ Eh

1

kE

∑

v∈∂E
vh(v) if v = xE , E ∈ Ωh,

(4.4)

for all vh ∈ Vh. The operator Π† embeds the coarse space Vh into the finer space
V̂h by averaging the coarse vertex values. We denote by V̂ ch the subspace of V̂h given
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by the image of Π† and we refer to it as to the embedded coarse space. Finally, we
introduce the fluctuation space

V̂ fh := {vh ∈ V̂h | vh(v) = 0 ∀v ∈ Nh}.

It is immediate to check that

V̂h = V̂ ch ⊕ V̂ fh .

Let ‖ · ‖1,ĥ and ‖ · ‖1,ĥ,Ê , Ê ∈ V̂h, denote the global and local norms of the finer space
V̂h (cfr. (3.4)). Accordingly, we indicate with ‖ · ‖1,ĥ,E the norm of the fine space
restricted to the coarse element E ∈ Ωh

‖vh‖21,ĥ,E :=
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

‖vh‖21,ĥ,Ê ∀vh ∈ V̂h.

The following result states a minimum angle condition among the two spaces V̂ ch and
V̂ fh .

Lemma 4.1. There exists a positive constant Cm independent of h such that for
all E ∈ Ωh

‖vch‖1,ĥ,E + ‖vfh‖1,ĥ,E ≤ Cm ‖vch + vfh‖1,ĥ,E (4.5)

for all vch ∈ V̂ ch and vfh ∈ V̂
f
h .

Proof. To prove (4.5) it is sufficient to show

‖vch‖1,ĥ,E ≤ C ‖vch + vfh‖1,ĥ,E (4.6)

for all vch ∈ V̂ ch and vfh ∈ V̂
f
h , since the other bound:

‖vfh‖1,ĥ,E ≤ C ‖vch + vfh‖1,ĥ,E

immediately follows from (4.6) using the triangle inequality. Furthermore, since
Π†(Π(vch + vfh)) = vch for all vch ∈ V̂ ch and vfh ∈ V̂ fh , bound (4.6) will hold true if
we show the following estimate:

‖Π†(Π(vh))‖1,ĥ,E ≤ C ‖vh‖1,ĥ,E ∀vh ∈ V̂h. (4.7)

To shorten the notation, we set wh = Π†(Π(vh)). Using (3.4), we get

‖wh‖21,ĥ,E '
∑

m∈∂E

(
wh(vm)− wh(m)

)2
+
∑

m∈∂E

(
wh(v′m)− wh(m)

)2

+
∑

m∈∂E

(
wh(m)− wh(xE)

)2
,

(4.8)

where vm and v′m denote the endpoints of the edge whose mid-point is m, and xE
is defined by (4.1). Since the first and second term on the right-hand side of (4.8)
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can be treated in a similar way, we work out the details only of the first one. Using
definitions (4.3) and (4.4) gives

∑

m∈∂E

(
wh(vm)− wh(m)

)2
=
∑

m∈∂E

1

4

(
wh(vm)− wh(v′m)

)2

=
∑

m∈∂E

1

4

[(
Π(vh)

)
(vm)−

(
Π(vh)

)
(v′m)

]2

≤ C ‖Π(vh)‖21,h,E .

(4.9)

From definition (4.4) and the triangle inequality we get

|wh(m)− wh(xE)| ≤ 1

2

(
|wh(vm)− wh(xE)|+ |wh(v′m)− wh(xE)|

)
,

and thus
∑

m∈∂E

(
wh(m)− wh(xE)

)2 ≤ C
∑

v∈∂E

(
wh(v)− wh(xE)

)2
.

Using again definitions (4.3) and (4.4), writing wh(xE) = 1
kE

∑
v′∈∂E wh(v′) and em-

ploying some simple algebra there follows
∑

v∈∂E

(
wh(v)− wh(xE)

)2 ≤ C
∑

v∈∂E

∑

v′∈∂E
(kE)−2

(
wh(v)− wh(v′)

)2

= C
∑

v∈∂E

∑

v′∈∂E
(kE)−2

[(
Π(vh)

)
(v)−

(
Π(vh)

)
(v′)
]2

≤ C ‖Π(vh)‖21,h,E .

(4.10)

Combining (4.8) with the above bounds yields

‖Π†(Π(vh))‖2
1,ĥ,E

≤ C ‖Π(vh)‖21,h,E ∀vh ∈ V̂h. (4.11)

Since the triangle inequality applied edge by edge easily give

‖Π(vh)‖21,h,E ≤ C ‖vh‖21,ĥ,E , (4.12)

bound (4.11) leads to (4.7), and thus the lemma is proved.
Note that, as a byproduct of the above proof, we obtained also the stronger bound

(4.11), which gives the following simple lemma.
Lemma 4.2. There exist positive constants C,C ′ such that for all E ∈ Ωh

C‖vh‖1,h,E ≤ ‖Π†(vh)‖1,ĥ,E ≤ C ′‖vh‖1,h,E ∀vh ∈ Vh. (4.13)

Proof. The lower bound follows immediately from the definition of the involved
norms and a triangle inequality edge by edge. For the upper bound, we observe
that Π(Π†(vh)) = vh for all vh ∈ Vh. Therefore, applying (4.11) we get

‖Π†(vh)‖1,ĥ,E = ‖Π†(Π(Π†(vh)))‖1,ĥ,E ≤ C ′‖Π(Π†(vh))‖1,h,E = C ′‖vh‖1,h,E .
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4.2. A fully consistent coarse problem. In this section we present a con-
venient choice for the coarse bilinear form ah(·, ·) which allows some simplifications
in the following a posteriori error analysis (see Corollary 4.5 below). However, the
generality of our analysis will not be affected by such a particular choice.

As mentioned before, let âh(·, ·) be any discrete bilinear form built on the space
V̂h following the construction of Section 3.3. In other words, we assume that the
bilinear form âh(·, ·) is the sum of local forms âÊh (·, ·), Ê ∈ Ω̂h, that satisfy (Ŝ1) and
(Ŝ2) (the identic counterparts of (S1) and (S2) for the fine space and mesh). Then,
for all E ∈ Ωh, we can define a bilinear form aEh (·, ·) on the coarse space Vh as follows

aEh (vh, wh) :=
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

âÊh (Π†(vh),Π†(wh)) ∀vh, wh ∈ Vh . (4.14)

To guarantee the well-posedeness of the coarse problem (3.10), we need to show that
(4.14) satisfies both (S1) and (S2); this will be addressed in the following.

Lemma 4.3. The bilinear form (4.14) satisfies (S1) and (S2).
Proof. The proof of (S1) is immediate. First recalling definition (4.14), then using
(Ŝ1) and finally applying Lemma 4.2, yields for all E ∈ Ωh

aEh (vh, vh) =
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

âÊh (Π†(vh),Π†(vh)) '
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

‖Π†(vh)‖2
1,ĥ,Ê

= ‖Π†(vh)‖2
1,ĥ,E

' ‖vh‖21,h,E .

We now observe that, for all linear functions q in Ω and for every E ∈ Ωh it holds

q(xE) =
1

kE

∑

v∈∂E
q(v), q(m) =

1

2

(
q(vm) + q(v′m)

)
∀m = m(e), e ∈ ∂E.

Therefore, it is immediate to check that the interpolant qI into the coarse space
satisfies

Π†(qI) = qÎ , (4.15)

where the symbol Î denotes the interpolation operator into the fine space V̂h, analo-
gous to (3.2). Therefore, using (4.14), (4.15) and (Ŝ2) we get

aEh (vh, qI) =
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

âÊh (Π†(vh),Π†(qI)) =
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

âÊh (Π†(vh), qÎ)

=
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

∑

ê∈∂Ê

(∇q · nê
Ê

)
|ê|
2

[(
Π†(vh)

)
(v̂1) +

(
Π†(vh))(v̂2)

] (4.16)

where v̂1, v̂2 indicate the two vertexes of the fine edge ê ∈ ∂Ê. The proof of (S2)
follows from using (4.16) and definition (4.4), and observing that the contribution of
the fine edges that are internal to E vanishes since all considered functions are single
valued on such edges.
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Similarly, we can also define a loading term

(f, vh)h :=
∑

E∈Ωh

∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

(f,Π†(vh))ĥ,Ê

where (f, ·)ĥ,Ê represents a local loading operator on the fine mesh following a con-
struction analogous to (3.9).

Building the global bilinear form ah(·, ·) that follows by summation of the local
forms (4.14), and considering the load term above, we can define a discrete mimetic
problem (3.10) on the coarse space. Such coarse problem has the advantage of being
fully consistent with the fine problem. The usefulness of this construction will be clear
in the next section.

4.3. A posteriori error analysis. We introduce the following fluctuation dis-
crete problem:

Find êfh ∈ V̂
f
h such that âh(êfh, v

f
h) = (f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh, v

f
h) ∀vfh ∈ V̂

f
h . (4.17)

Note that the right-hand side in (4.17) is the residual of the approximate solution uh
when tested with the fluctuation space V̂ fh .

In the sequel, we will work under the following saturation assumption:
(H4) There exists β < 1 such that

‖uÎ − ûh‖1,ĥ ≤ β ‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ . (4.18)

Assumption (H4) simply means that the enriched discrete solution ûh converges more
rapidly than uh to the interpolant of the exact solution uÎ . Notice that, since the do-
main Ω is assumed to be polygonal, the exact solution u belongs at least to H3/2(Ω),
and therefore the interpolant uÎ is well defined. The validity of the saturation as-
sumption is widely accepted in a posteriori error analysis of finite element methods
[1, 6, 13], while its connection with small data oscillation has been explored in [23].

Remark 4.2 (Removing the saturation assumption). Performing the analysis
in the MFD context without employing the saturation assumption is still out of reach
for several reasons. First of all, the standard way of proceeding employed in the
finite element community [36] makes use of residual error indicators, that are still
absent in the mimetic technology. Despite the more recent argument used in [35] does
not employ residual error indicators, its extension to the MFD context would require
assuming the existence of a suitable reconstruction operator. This is a quite restrictive
assumption that clashes with the general mimetic philosophy. In any case, the proof
in [35] employs properties of linear finite elements, such as having constant jump of
the normal derivative on edges, that would not be true for the reconstructed functions
in the mimetic framework.

Theorem 4.4 (upper bound). Assume (H1)-(H4). Let u solve (2.1), let uh solve
(3.10) and let êfh solve (4.17). Let c∗ = 1

Cm(1−β)ĉ1
, with Cm as in (4.5). Then it

holds:

‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ ≤ c∗
(
ĉ2‖êfh‖1,ĥ + sup

vh∈Vh

(f,Π†vh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh,Π†vh)

‖Π†vh‖1,ĥ

)
. (4.19)
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Proof. The triangle inequality and the saturation assumption (4.18) imply

(1− β)‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ ≤ ‖ûh −Π†uh‖1,ĥ ≤ (1 + β)‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ (4.20)

Let us prove (4.19). By using (Ŝ1), (4.2), (4.17) and (4.5) we obtain

ĉ1‖ûh −Π†uh‖1,ĥ ≤ sup
Π†vh+vfh∈V̂h

âh(ûh −Π†uh,Π†vh + vfh)

‖Π†vh + vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
Π†vh+vfh∈V̂h

âh(ûh,Π
†vh + vfh)− âh(Π†uh,Π†vh + vfh)

‖Π†vh + vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
Π†vh+vfh∈V̂h

(f,Π†vh + vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh,Π†vh)− (f, vfh)ĥ + (f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh, v
f
h)

‖Π†vh + vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
Π†vh+vfh∈V̂h

(f,Π†vh)ĥ + (f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh,Π†vh)− (f, vfh)ĥ + âh(êfh, v
f
h)

‖Π†vh + vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
Π†vh+vfh∈V̂h

âh(êfh, v
f
h) + (f,Π†vh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh,Π†vh)

‖Π†vh + vfh‖1,ĥ

≤ 1

Cm

(
ĉ2‖êfh‖1,ĥ + sup

vh∈Vh

(f,Π†vh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh,Π†vh)

‖Π†vh‖1,ĥ

)
.

Finally estimate (4.19) results from (4.20).
The above result is general with respect to the choice of the bilinear forms ah(·, ·)

and âh(·, ·). Nevertheless, the following particular case is relevant.
Corollary 4.5 (upper bound). Assume (H1)-(H4) and that the coarse biliner

form ah(·, ·) is chosen according to (4.14). Let u solve (2.1), let uh solve (3.10) and
let êfh solve (4.17). Let c∗ = 1

Cm(1−β)ĉ1
, with Cm as in (4.5). Then, it holds:

‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ ≤ c∗ĉ2‖ê
f
h‖1,ĥ . (4.21)

Proof. The proof immediately follows observing that

âh(Π†uh,Π
†vh) = (f,Π†vh)ĥ ∀vh ∈ Vh ,

and thus the upper bound (4.19) reduces to the one shown above.
Remark 4.3. We remark that it holds:

Π(uÎ −Π†uh) = uI − uh.

Therefore, using (4.12), the left-hand sides of the upper bounds (4.19) and (4.21) may
be replaced by the slightly more natural error quantity

‖uI − uh‖1,h.

Theorem 4.6 (lower bound). Assume (H1)-(H4). Let u solve (2.1), let uh solve
(3.10) and let êfh solve (4.17). If c∗ = ĉ2(1+β)

ĉf1
, then

‖êfh‖1,ĥ ≤ c∗‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ . (4.22)
11



Proof. Let us prove (4.22). We start noting that, from the stability condition (Ŝ1), it
follows

ĉ1‖vfh‖21,ĥ ≤ âh(vfh , v
f
h) ∀vfh ∈ V̂

f
h , (4.23)

with ĉf1 a positive constant independent of h. Thus, by using the above bound, the
assumption (Ŝ1), equations (4.17) and (4.2) we obtain

ĉf1‖êfh‖1,ĥ ≤ sup
vfh∈V

f
h

âh(êfh, v
f
h)

‖vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
vfh∈V

f
h

(f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh, v
f
h)

‖vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
vfh∈V

f
h

âh(ûh, v
f
h)− âh(ûh, v

f
h) + (f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh, v

f
h)

‖vfh‖1,ĥ

= sup
vfh∈V

f
h

(f, vfh)ĥ − âh(ûh, v
f
h) + âh(ûh −Π†uh, v

f
h)

‖vfh‖1,ĥ

≤ ĉ2‖ûh −Π†uh‖1,ĥ + sup
vfh∈V

f
h

(f, vfh)ĥ − âh(ûh, v
f
h)

‖vfh‖1,ĥ
= ĉ2‖ûh −Π†uh‖1,ĥ . (4.24)

Estimate (4.22) then results from (4.20).
Remark 4.4 (local error indicators). The upper bound (4.21) can be rewritten

in the following way

‖uÎ −Π†uh‖21,ĥ ≤
(
c∗ĉ2

)2 ∑

E∈Ωh

η2
E (4.25)

with

η2
E :=

∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

Ê⊂E

‖efh‖21,ĥ,Ê . (4.26)

The quantities ηE will be employed as local a posteriori error indicators in the marking
step of the adaptive algorithm implemented in Section 5.

Remark 4.5. The above a posteriori analysis can be adapted in a straightforward
manner to deal with more general elliptic problems associated to the choice a(u, v) :=∫

Ω
K∇u∇v, where we assume that the tensor K : Ω→ R2×2 is piecewise constant over

the partition Ωh, is symmetric positive definite, and there exist two positive constants
k∗ and k∗ such that

k∗|ξ|2 ≤ K(x)ξ · ξ ≤ k∗|ξ|2 ∀ξ ∈ R2,∀x ∈ Ω.

Indeed, it is sufficient to redefine the discrete form ah(·, ·) as in [15] and to follow the
same steps as in the proofs of Theorems 4.4 and 4.6.
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4.4. An inexpensive error indicator. The computation of the error indicator
ηE defined in (4.26) is quite demanding as it requires the solution of the discrete
problem (4.17), whose cost is comparable to that of solving the original problem.
With the aim of reducing the computational burden, we follow the ideas of [5] and we
introduce an inexpensive variant of ηE .
We preliminary notice that if (4.17) is replaced by a more general fluctuation problem
of the form

b̂h(êfh, v
f
h) = (f, vfh)ĥ − âh(Π†uh, v

f
h) ∀vfh ∈ V̂

f
h , (4.27)

with suitable b̂h(·, ·) satisfying (Ŝ1), then the upper bound (4.19) and the lower bound
(4.22) still hold (with different constants). In view of the above observation, let us
introduce the bilinear form b̂h(·, ·) : V̂ fh × V̂

f
h → R defined as

b̂h(vh, wh) :=
∑

v̂∈N̂h\Nh

vh(v̂)wh(v̂). (4.28)

The following result shows that the bilinear form b̂h(·, ·) is continuous and coercive in
V̂ fh with respect to the discrete energy norm ‖ · ‖1,ĥ.

Lemma 4.7. The bilinear form b̂h(·, ·) defined in (4.28) satisfies (Ŝ1), i.e., there
holds

b̂h(vh, vh) ' ‖vh‖21,ĥ ∀vh ∈ V̂ fh . (4.29)

Proof. For every Ê ∈ Ω̂h, let N Ê
h (resp. N̂ Ê

h ) be the subset of vertices of Ωh (resp.
Ω̂h) belonging to the element Ê. By setting

b̂Êh (vh, wh) :=
∑

v̂∈N̂ Ê
h \N Ê

h

vh(v̂)wh(v̂) ∀vh, wh ∈ V̂ fh ,

the form b̂h(·, ·) is equivalent (up to fixed constants) to

b̂h(vh, wh) '
∑

Ê∈Ω̂h

b̂Êh (vh, wh) ∀vh, wh ∈ V̂ fh .

Therefore, we can reduce ourselves to prove (4.29) on the single element Ê. By using
(3.4) and that vh(v) = 0 for all v ∈ N Ê

h , we get for every vh ∈ V̂ fh

‖vh‖21,ĥ,Ê ≤ C
∑

v̂∈N̂ Ê
h

v2
h(v̂) =

∑

v̂∈N̂ Ê
h \N Ê

h

v2
h(v̂) = b̂Êh (vh, vh). (4.30)

On the other hand, by noticing (cf. Figure 4.2) that every sub-element Ê ⊂ E is a
polygon with four vertexes, say v̂1, . . . , v̂4, and it contains a vertex, say v̂3, such that
vh(v̂3) = 0 for vh ∈ V̂ fh , we get

v2
h(v̂3) = 0, v2

h(v̂1) = (vh(v̂1)− vh(v̂2) + vh(v̂2)− vh(v̂3))2,

v2
h(v̂2) = (vh(v̂2)− vh(v̂3))2, v2

h(v̂4) = (vh(v̂4)− vh(v̂3))2.

From the above relations, there follows
13



Fig. 4.2. Element Ê ∈ Ω̂h with vertexes v̂1, . . . , v̂4: the coarse vertex v̂3 is denoted by a circle,
while the fine vertexes v̂1, v̂2, v̂4 are denoted by diamonds. There holds vh(v̂3) = 0 for every vh ∈ V̂ f

h .

b̂Êh (vh, vh) =
∑

v̂∈N̂ Ê

v2
h(v̂) .

∑

ê∈∂Ê

(
vh(v̂∗)− vh(v̂∗))2 ' ‖vh‖21,ĥ,Ê ,

where v̂∗, v̂∗ denotes the two vertexes of ê. By summing over all Ê ∈ Ω̂h we obtain
(4.29).

Remark 4.6 (inexpensive local error indicators). We are now ready to introduce
the new inexpensive error indicator ηDE defined as

(ηDE )2 :=
∑

Ê⊂E

‖êfh‖21,ĥ,Ê , (4.31)

where êfh is solution to the generalized fluctuation problem (4.27) with b̂h(·, ·) defined
as in (4.28). Taking into account the definition of the bilinear form b̂h(·, ·), the cost
to solve the discrete problem (4.27) is negligible since it corresponds to the solution of
a linear system of equations where the involved matrix is the identity matrix.

5. Numerical experiments. In this section we present a series of numerical
examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed a posteriori error indicators
combined with an automatic adaptive refinement procedure. The aim of this section
is to demonstrate that the proposed a posteriori error indicators

η :=

( ∑

E∈Ωh

η2
E

)1/2

, ηD :=

( ∑

E∈Ωh

(ηDE )2

)1/2

,

where ηE and ηDE are given in (4.26) and (4.31), respectively, converges to zero at
the same asymptotic rate as the error energy norm on a sequence of adaptively re-
fined grids. To this aim, we define the a posteriori effectivity index as the ratio of the
a posteriori error estimator (η or ηD) and the energy norm of the error ‖uÎ−Π†uh‖1,ĥ.

The adaptive refinement procedure we consider is of the form:

SOLVE→ ESTIMATE→ MARK→ REFINE.

The module SOLVE computes the MFD discrete solution, while the module ESTIMATE
calculate the error indicators (cf. Remark 4.4 and Remark 4.6, respectively). To
make a selection of the elements to be refined, the procedure MARK employs either
the fixed fraction strategy or the Dörfler’s marking strategy [22]. Finally, the module
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REFINE employs the strategy described in Section 4.1 to subdivide elements marked
for refinement. Notice that, in our numerical experiments, no control on the quality
of the generated meshes is performed. This could lead to meshes that do not satis-
fies the regularity assumptions (H1) and (H2). Nevertheless, as we will see later, the
MFD method seems to be robust even on grids that do not satisfies the regularity
assumptions. A careful study of such a behavior might merit further investigation,
and will be the subject of future research.

We test the performance of the estimators η and ηD in a couple of significative
examples. In Example 1, we let Ω = (0, 1)2 and select f so that the analytical solution
to (2.1) is given by

u(x, y) =
1− exp (−100x)

1− exp(−100)
sin(πy)(1− x). (5.1)

Notice that u is smooth but it exhibits a strong boundary layer along the line x = 0.
In Example 2, we consider a L-shaped domain Ω obtained carving out the lower
right quarter from the square domain (−1, 1)2, we select f = 0 and we impose an
appropriate inhomogeneous boundary condition for the exact solution u so that

u(ρ, θ) = ρ2/3 sin(2θ/3), (5.2)

where (ρ, θ) denotes the system of polar coordinates. Notice that here u /∈ H2(Ω).
Indeed, u is analytic in Ω \ {0}, but ∇u is singular at the origin.

The rest of this Section is organized as follows. In Section 5.1 we show the
numerical results obtained with the estimator η whereas in Section 5.2 we present
some computations obtained with the inexpensive estimator ηD.

5.1. The estimator η. We first presents results obtained with Example 1 (see
(5.1) for the expression of the analytical solution). We test the performance of the
a posteriori error estimator η on a set of different initial uniform grids as the ones
reported in Figure 5.1 (left). For all the considered initial grids, Figure 5.1 also
shows the computational meshes obtained after two (middle) and four (right) adaptive
refinement steps employing the fixed fraction marking strategy (refinement fraction
set to 30%). As expected, the mesh has been largely refined along the line x = 0
where the gradient of the analytical solution is relatively large.

Figure 5.2 (left) reports the computed effectivity indexes for all the grid config-
urations considered: the effectivity index is roughly constant (and tends to one) on
all the sequences of non-uniform meshes generated by the adaptive refinement algo-
rithm. Notice that the estimator under-estimates the actual error in all the test cases.
Indeed, the computed effectivity index lie in the range between 0.5 and 1. We have
also compared the accuracy of the MDF approximation on the sequence of adaptively
refined grids with the analogous results obtained one sequence of uniformly refined
meshes. Figure 5.2 (right) shows, for all the test cases, the actual error ‖uÎ−Π†uh‖1,ĥ
computed on the sequence of adaptive meshes as a function of the number of degrees
of freedom N (log-log scale). On the same graphic we also report the analogous re-
sults obtained on a sequence of uniformly refined meshes. We clearly observe that, as
expected, the adaptive strategy outperform the non-adaptive one. Finally, Figure 5.3
(log-log scale) shows, for different initial mesh configurations, a comparison between
the actual error ‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ and the error estimator η plotted as a function of the
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(a) Test A.

(b) Test B.

(c) Test C.

Fig. 5.1. Estimator η (Example 1). Left: initial quadrilateral (Test A), triangular (Test B),
and hexagonal (Test C) grids. Middle and Right: computational meshes after two (middle) and
four (right) adaptive refinements employing the fixed fraction marking strategy.
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Fig. 5.2. Estimator η (Example 1). Left: effectivity index on the sequence of adapted meshes
for different initial mesh configurations. Right: comparison between the actual errors ‖u−Π†uh‖1,ĥ
computed on the sequence of uniformly refined and adapted grids (loglog-scale).

number of degrees of freedom N . Results reported in Figure 5.3 have been obtained
on a sequence of adaptively refined grids and employing the fixed fraction marking
strategy. The same asymptotic rate is exhibited by the a posteriori error indicator
and the energy norm of the actual error on the sequence of non-uniform adaptively
refined meshes.

Next, we present some numerical results obtained with Example 2 (for the ex-
pression of the analytical solution see (5.2)). Figure 5.4 shows the first three levels of
computational meshes generated by the adaptive refinement strategy employing the
fixed fraction marking strategy (refinement fraction set to 30%) and starting from
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(b) Test C.

Fig. 5.3. Estimator η (Example 1). Actual and estimated errors versus the number of degrees
of freedom on a sequence of non-uniform adaptively refined meshes obtained employing the fixed
fraction marking strategy and starting from different initial configurations.

two different initial configurations (Test A and Test B). We clearly observe that,

(a) Test A.

(b) Test B.

Fig. 5.4. Estimator η (Example 2). First three levels of computational meshes generated by
the adaptive refinement strategy employing the fixed fraction marking strategy and starting from two
different initial configurations (Test A and Test B).

as expected, the mesh is refined near the reentrant corner where the gradient of the
analytical solution exhibits a singularity. We have repeated the same set of experi-
ments employing the Dörfler’s strategy to mark elements for refinement. We recall
that in the Dörfler’s marking strategy the local error indicators {ηE}E∈Ωh

are sorted
such that ηEk−1

≥ ηEk
for k = 2, . . . ,#Ωh. Then, the set of elements marked for

refinement is given by {ηEk
}k=1,...,S , where S is the smallest integer such that

S∑

k=1

ηEk
≥ θ

#Ωh∑

k=1

ηEk
, θ ∈ [0, 1).

Here, we selected θ = 0.5. The first three levels of computational meshes generated
by the adaptive refinement strategy employing Dörfler’s marking strategy are shown
in Figure 5.5. Comparing the results reported in Figure 5.5 with the ones shown in
Figure 5.4, we clearly observe that by employing the Dörfler’s marking strategy the
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(a) Test A.

(b) Test B.

Fig. 5.5. Estimator η (Example 2). First three levels of computational meshes generated by
the adaptive refinement strategy employing the Dörfler’s marking strategy starting from two different
initial configurations (Test A and Test B).

mesh refinement is much more concentrated near reentrant corner, i.e., the region
where the exact solution’s gradient exhibits is singular, at least in the first refinement
levels. To compare the performance of the fixed fraction and Dörfler’s marking strate-
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(a) Estimator η.
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(b) Effectivity index.

Fig. 5.6. Estimator η (Example 2). Left: Estimator η versus the number of degrees of freedom
(ndof) computed on a sequence of adaptively refined meshes generated according to different marking
strategies (Test A). Right: Effectivity index computed on the sequence of adaptively refined meshes
obtained by the two marking strategies.

gies, Figure 5.6(a) (log-log scale) shows the estimator η computed on the sequence of
adaptive meshes refined according to the different marking strategies (Test A). We
can observe that the fixed fraction and the Dörfler’s marking strategies are almost
equivalent. This is also confirmed by the results shown in Figure 5.6(b) where the
effectivity index computed on the sequence adaptive grids built employing the two dif-
ferent marking strategies is reported. We observe that, in the test cases, the estimator
slightly under-estimates the actual error: indeed, he computed effectivity indices lie
in the range between 0.5 and 1. Finally, for different initial mesh configurations, in
Figure 5.7 (log-log scale) we plot ‖uÎ − Π†uh‖1,ĥ and η as a function of the number
of degrees of freedom N on a sequence of adaptively refined grids. Results reported
in Figure 5.7 have been obtained employing the fixed fraction marking strategy. The
proposed a posteriori error indicator clearly converges to zero at the same asymptotic
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rate as the energy norm of the error, and is able to recover the optimal N−1/2 con-
vergence rate.
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(b) Test B

Fig. 5.7. Estimator η (Example 2). Actual and estimated errors versus the number of degrees
of freedom on a sequence of non-uniform adaptively refined meshes obtained employing the fixed
fraction marking strategy and starting from different initial configurations.

5.2. The inexpensive estimator ηD. In this section we show the results ob-
tained with the inexpensive error indicator ηD defined in (4.31). In the following, to
make a selection of the elements to be refined, we consider the same test problems as
in Section 5.1, employing the fixed fraction strategy (with refinement fraction set to
30%).

In Figure 5.8 we show the first three levels of computational meshes generated
by the adaptive refinement strategy starting from different mesh cofigurations. The
results obtained on Example 1 (Test C) are reported in Figure 5.8(a) and clearly
shows that, as expected, the mesh has been largely refined where the gradient of the
analytical solution is relativity large, i.e., along the line x = 0. The results reported in
Figure 5.8(b) have been obtained with Example 2 (Test A). Here we see that the mesh
has been largely refined in near the origin. Next, we compare the estimator ηD and
the actual error. To this aim Figure 5.9 (log-log scale) shows a comparison between the
error estimator ηD and the actual error ‖uÎ −Π†uh‖1,ĥ computed on the sequence of
adaptively generated grids. The results reported in Figure 5.9(a) refer to Example 1;
whereas the analogous ones obtained on Example 2 are reported in Figure 5.9(b). It
can be observed that the proposed a posteriori error indicator converges to zero at
the same asymptotic rate as the energy norm of the actual error on the sequence of
non-uniform adaptively refined meshes. Here, we observe that the error bound over-
estimates the true error by a consistent factor; indeed, from Figure 5.10, we see that
in both test cases and independently of the initial mesh configuration the computed
effectivity indices lie in the range between 3 and 5, for Example 1, and between 2 and
4, for Example 2.

We finally remark that, by comparing the results obtained with the estimators
η and ηD, it can be inferred that the estimator ηD has a very satisfactory behavior.
Therefore, thanks to its very convenient computational cost, the estimator ηD may
be preferable to η in many cases of practical interest.
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(a) Example 1. Test C.

(b) Example 2. Test A.

Fig. 5.8. Estimator ηD. First three leveles of computational meshes generated by the adaptive
refinement strategy employing the fixed fraction marking strategy. Example 1 (top) and Exam-
ple 3 (bottom).
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(a) Example 1. Test A (left) and Test C (right)
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(b) Example 2. Test A (left) and Test B (right)

Fig. 5.9. Estimator ηD. Actual and estimated errors versus the number of degrees of free-
dom on a sequence of non-uniform adaptively refined meshes obtained employing the fixed fraction
marking strategy.
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Fig. 5.10. Estimator ηD. Effectivity indeces on the sequence of the adaptive meshes constructed
by employing the fixed fraction marking strategy.
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Remark 5.1. In order to study the performance of our a posteriori error esti-
mators in driving adaptive refinement strategies, we decided to monitor, among the
others, the relation between the number of degrees of freedom and the (actual or esti-
mated) error. Other choices are clearly possible and worthful (e.g. computational cost
versus accuracy). However, we focused on the relation dofs/accuracy as it is standard
for example in the study of adaptive finite element methods (AFEM) and adaptive
wavelet methods (AWM); see e.g. [32, 33].
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